The moment we've all been waiting for is almost here. **DigiHealthDay-2023**, the premier Digital Health Research, Educational, and Networking event, is just a week away. Scheduled for the 9th & 10th of November 2023, **Deggendorf Institute of Technology – European Campus Rottal-Inn**, in collaboration with its **PARTNERS** and **SPONSORS**, is gearing up to welcome a diverse group of internationally renowned speakers, academics, students, researchers, young professionals, startups, and policymakers. All converging at one place with one goal: to realize the healthcare of the future.

This year DigiHealthDay has grown in scope and scale. For the first time, it will be held as a two-day event. We are excited to host an exceptional lineup of speakers including Prof. Dipak Kalra from the UK, Prof. Bernd Blobel from Germany, Prof. Rajendra Gupta from India, and Prof. Anne Snowdon from Canada, Dr. David Novillo Ortiz, Head of Data and Digital Health at WHO Regional Office for Europe, Pilar Fernandez Hermida, Founder & CEO at i-Expand, Dr. Stephan Schug, President of DGG German eHealth Association, Birgit Bauer, Founder of Data Saves Lives Germany, Dr. Osama El-Hassan, Dubai Health Authority, Dr. Harvey Castro, CEO at Convo with GPT, Philippe Gerwill, Digital Healthcare Humanist & Futurist, Henrique Martins, Past President of SPMS (Digital Health Agency, Portugal), Chenchao Liu, CEO, SILREAL GmbH, Artur Olesch, Founder & Editor in Chief of aboutDigitalHealth.com and Dr. Justus Wolff, Manager of Digital Health at Syte, covering a range of current Digital Health topics, all included in our **PROGRAM**.

From this year we are actively starting an academic initiative on AI in the age of Digital Health. A **blended intensive Programme on Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning in healthcare** is organized by Deggendorf Institute of Technology (DIT, Germany), University of Agder (UiA, Norway), Luleå Technical University (LTU, Sweden), Czech Technical University (CTU, Czechia), Technical University of Catalonia (UPC, Spain) with the support of the European Union ERASMUS+. 
A notable highlight is an **exclusive workshop** on Global Digital Health Policy and Strategy Development, scheduled for the 9th and to be led by Prof. Rajendra Pratap Gupta.

**PARTICIPATION is FREE**

**REGISTER**, if you have not yet, and attend it onsite or online.

This is your last opportunity to be part of an international Digital Health community and engage actively in conversation on Digital Health advancement. The online registration will close soon, so make sure you confirm your spot.

The hybrid event gives attendees the flexibility to join online and be part of from anywhere around the world, but you will miss the experience together with the community onsite.

To complete your experience, we are also hosting the **DigiHealthNight** Reception, on the evening of Nov 10 at Pfarrkirchen City Hall. It's a unique chance to meet esteemed speakers and fellow academics in a relaxed setting accompanied by soothing music. Afternoon sessions on 10th will begin at 14:00 in Pfarrkirchen City Hall.

We want to make your participation is smooth and pleasant. If you wish you to join us in person at the European Campus Rottal-Inn, please **LET US KNOW**. Given the limited onsite capacity, we want to ensure we can accommodate you.

Stay ahead by connecting with us on [LinkedIn](#) and [Facebook](#) for real-time updates and announcements. For a detailed overview of our event, speakers, and more, **visit our official website**.

**We look forward to welcoming you to charming Pfarrkirchen, in the Heart of Europe!**
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